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N u m b e r 1.

ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT OF COLLEGE
TAKES A NEW LEASE OF LIFE N ew Hampshire State’s
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

COWELL GIVES TWENTY-FOUR MEN CHANCE TO PLAY

Forty-Four Men Attend Camp— Cowell Well Pleased and Prospects for a
Camp Next Year Are Bright— Cross-Country Training Starts This
Week— Cohn Has Arranged Five Meets— Freshmen
Open Season With St. John’s Prep
“ I attended two preliminary train three Olympic teams: 1904 at St.
ing camps, one at Pittsburg and the Louis; 1906 at Athens, Greece, and in
other at Kansas, but the one at Ocean 1908 at London, England. Besides
Park, Maine, had them all stopped,” his Olympic records he held the
says Head Coach W. H. Cowell, “ a world’s record for the half mile and
more ideal place for such a camp five-mile indoor for several years.
Following the 1908 Olympic he went
could not be found.”
The first training camp ever at to Stockholm, Sweden, and broke the
tempted by the college athletic de 1500 metre record. Coach Cohn has
partment was a success in every de won practically every championship
tail. In view of the fact that the that is to be won at his distance of
Blue and White team will buck the one and two-mile competition, having
hardest schedule ever agreed to by a copped the Metropolitan Champion
state college eleven, such a camp as ship. The Military Athletic League
the one held was absolutely necessary. on the half mile and the mile, as well
The camp was under the direction as the Canadian two-mile in 1905. He
of Director of Athletics William H. likewise won the National Senior
Cowell, who was assisted by Fresh two-mile steeple chase in 1905.
New Hampshire college may con
man Coach E. Dewey Graham in the
sider
herself fortunate in having se
coaching of the linemen. Assistant
Coach and Director of Physical Edu cured the services of such an able
cation Henry C. Swasey had charge coach; and it is up to every student
of the ends, while Track Coach Har- of New Hampshire College to give
. vey W. Cohn undertook the training him the heartiest co-operation.
of the entire squad.
Each of the ten days spent at the,
camp opened with a jog before break
fast under the direction o f Coach
Cohn. The practise was held on the
beach, and during the course o f their
stay there the men engaged, in two
scrimmages.
Advantages of a College
The following men attended the
Education Discussed
camp: Manager S. E. McKerley, ’22;
Assistant Managers, J. P. Cassidy,
395 FRESHMEN ATTEND
’23, C. G. Shuttleworth, ’23, E. J.
Story, ’22; Captain S. J. Connor,
Special, E. L. Gadbois, ’22, C. R. Cot President Tells Freshmen That Each
ton, ’23; M. A. Neville, ’23; E. P.
One Is Indebted to the College
Farmer, ’23; E. W. Christensen, ’22;
and Points Out a Way c f
S. J. Broderick, ’22; E. F. Rumazza,
Returning Debt
’22; R. Perry, ’22; I. F. Sherwood,
’22; E. J. Hobart, ’22; L. J. McGlynn,
President R. D. Hetzel was the
’24; Smith, ’~1; S. Patrick, ’23; R.
Gustafson, ’23; G. L. Campbell, ’23; speaker at the first of a series of
P. J. Doyle, Special; H. P. Callahan, freshman lectures, to be given dur
’23; C. D. McKelvie, ’22; L. B. Litch ing the fall term, delivered in the
Gymnasium on Wednesday evening,
field, ’23; H. D. Hardy, ’24; L. S.
Bell, ’22; W. S. Phillips, ’24; H. E. Sept. 21.
The opportunities and responsibil
Cutler, ’24; J. M. Merrill, ’24; C. Friities
of a college life and education
borg, ’23; L. E. Bannon, ’24; M. Stev
ens, ’24; C. E. Lord, ’23, and C. E. will be discussed at each of these lec
tures; and it was on this general
Smith, ’23.
subject that the President talked to
Following is the varsity schedule, he largest freshman class that has
and each man in the outfit is going ever registered at New Hampshire
to spend all his energy in making college.
It is estimated that 395
these as successful for New Hamp “ Frosh” listened to the address.
shire as the game played Saturday.
During the course of his remarks
Oct. 1 U. S. M. A. at West Point. the President dwelt on his personal
Oct. 8 Dartmouth at Hanover.
experiences as a freshman at the
Oct. 15 Lowell Textile at Dover.
University of Wisconsin.
He re
Oct. 22 University of Vermont at ferred to the odds against which
Burlington.
every freshman must struggle and o f
Oct. 29 Bates at Lewiston.
fered, as a probable solution for
Nov. 5 Colby at Waterville.
home-sickness a strict attendance
Nov. 12 Mass. Aggies at Durham. to duty. The faculty were anxious
Nov. 19 Holy Cross at Manchester. to give all possible assurance to them,
and the speaker urged that the fresh
FRESHMAN OUTLOOK
men avail themselves of the offer and
Coach E. Dewey Graham has a
go to some faculty member fo r ad
record-breaking aggregation out for
vice and assistance in the solution of
the freshman squad. Already 79 men
have become enrolled, and there is a their problems.
In speaking of the way in which
wealth of material. It is too early
the College is financed, Doctor Hetzel
in the game to tell just who’s who,
told his audience to be ever mindful
but it is safe to say that the Coach
of the fact that individually they
will thin his numbers down to a more
owed something to the institution
controlable size during the week.
that was doing so much for them.
Practise has been going on for
This debt, he continued, could be set
about a week; and if the men do as
tled if they would return to their
well when the season opens as they
college, through 'athletics lor lother
have been doing in practise there is
phases of student activities, some
no doubt but what the freshman out
thing for the values received.
He
fit will uphold past records and give a
emphasized the necessity of keeping
good account of itself in every tussle.
a well-balanced program, however,
The schedule given below is the hard with time enough for both studies
est ever tackled by a freshman team
and activities and ended his remarks
here.
by wishing all would enjoy a pleas
Oct. 1 St. John’s Prep, at Dan ant and profitable year.
vers.
Oct. 8 Portsmouth High at Ports
mouth.
WOMEN HOLD THEIR
Oct. 15 Open.
FIRST CONVOCATION
Oct. 22 Tilton Seminary at Dover.
Oct. 29 Concord High at Concord.
Nov. 4 Exeter at Exeter.
Dean Elizabeth P. DeMeritt Gives
Nov. 9 1924 vs. 1925 at Durham.
Welcoming
Talk— Pleads
for
TRACK PROSPECTS
Greater Co-operation — Rules
The out-look for fall track and
Governing Women Students
cross country at New Hampshire
Discussed
college is not so bright as in former

Saturday’s Contest Serves Purpose of Showing Up Condition of State Col
lege Players— W ill Also Aid Coaches in Picking Team for West
Point Trip— Competition for Various Positions Keen— But
One Serious Injury— No New Hampshire Men Hurt

Coach o f Track
H ARVEY COHN

PRESIDENT HETZEL
ADDRESSES FR0SH

years but Coach Harvey W. Cohn is
In her welcoming address to the
very enthusiastic over the large turn
out of candidates for this branch of upper-class women in the girl’s Gym
athletics. Only two of last year’s nasium on Thursday afternoon, Mrs.
varsity are back; but in spite o f this E. P. DeMeritt, Dean of Women, ex
handicap New Hampshire will be on pressed her hope that the girls had re
the map when the bell rings for the turned to college, refreshed in body
and spirit, with the firm resolution
close of the season.
Coach Cohn has a hard schedule that this was to be their best year
mapped out for the harriers which in at New Hampshire. She pleaded with
cludes two dual meets, one interclass her audience to abolish any class,
meet and one inter-fraternity meet. fraternity, or personal ill-feeling
The New England Inter-Collegiates which may have cropped out last year
and a fall track meet for the purpose and to co-operate with her in promot
of developing material for the spring ing the best interests of the group at
large.
track are also on the schedule.
A fter voicing her approval of the
Harvey W. Cohn of Brooklyn, N.
Y., comes to New Hampshire College splendid treatment which the girls
win! twenty
twenty years w
with
oo.f track MJ,v,i.vuw
experience had given the incoming Freshmen
behind him. He was a member of'w om en , Mrs. DeMeritt called the at

NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE’S VARSITY
BLANKS MARINES IN OPENING GAME

Outfit From Portsmouth Unable to Break
O w n Big Four Webfoot
Powerful Blue and White Line—Game Played in Dover

Training Camp at Ocean Park Proves Great Success
New Track Coach, of Olympic Fame, Acting as Trainer
COACH GRAHAM HAS LARGE FRESHMAN SQUAD

P rice 10 C e n t s

Director of Athletics
W ILLIAM H. COWELL

tention of her listeners to the follow
ing rules:
1— Electrical appliances, such as
chafing dishes, are not to be used in
the student’s rooms, A suitable place
has been provided in each of the girl’s
dormitories where irons and grills
may be used with safety.
2— The house pianos may be used
from 9.00 A. M. until 1.30 P. M. and
from 4.00 P. M. to 7.30 P. M. on week
days. On Sundays the pianos are not
to be used before 10.00 A. M. and no
popular music is to be played on this
day.
3— Any girl who expects to enter
tain guests over night should inform
the house matron before hand and
make preparations for their enter
tainment.
4— All women students are required
to board at the College Commons. No
meals except Sunday breakfast or
supper shall be prepared by any girl
in the dormitories.
5— Women students are forbidden
to visit village stores after 6 P. M.
without permission from the house
matron.
6— Women students are forbidden
to leave any dance or social function
without the permission o f the chaper
ones.
7— Swimming and bathing in mix
ed groups will be allowed only when
such affairs are chaperoned by women
approved by the matron.
8— Freshmen girls are asked to re
frain from walking with men more
than twice a week.
9— The Dean o f Women will main
tain office hours from 9.00 until 12.00
A. M. every week day. Appointments
may be made for interviews at her
office in Thompson Hall,

The New Hampshire varsity foot- to Perry resulted in another touch“ Cal” kicked the goal. Score
ball team opened the 1921 season by down
defeating the United States Marine 55-0.'
With five minutes to play N. H.
Corps team of Portsmouth to the tune
of 55-0, in a game played at Central kicked to the Marine team. More
Park, Dover. The game, for the most subs entered the game as Doyle, Gay
part, was uninteresting on account of and Smith came into the game. The
the superior playing by the New ball was rushed toward the Marine
Hampshire eleven. The Marine team goal and the timely blow o f the
was unable to gain through the pow whistle prevented another touchdown.
The summary:
erful N. H. line and on only one occa
U. S. M. C
sion did the opponents make a first New Hampshire
r. e., Bixby
down. This happened late in the Broderick, 1. e.
Shultz
Phillips
game and was the result o f a for
r_ t., Howe
Bell, 1. t.
ward pass.
Mathews
Sanborn
The game, while onesided, proved to
r. g., Kent
the N. H. followers that Coach Cow Cotton, 1. g.
Wallen
Gay
ell’s eleven is going to bear watching
c., Miller
for the remainder of the season. A Christensen, c.
Patrick
very powerful line and a fast, shifty
1. g., Moriarty
backfield headed by the great “ Dutch” Graham, r. g.
Hobert
is sure to be a stumbling block to the
1. t., Grant
teams that the eleven meet this sea Gadbois, r. t.
Hardy, Campbell
Director of Physical Education
son.
Twenty-three players
were
1. e., Fliffen
HENRY C. SW ASEY
used by Coach Cowell and by their Neville, r. e.
Maher
Perry
playing they proved that there will
q. b., Cooper
be keen competition for the various Farmer, q_ b.
Ray
Callahan, Cutler
positions on the team. To name the
r. h. b., Taylor
Gustafson,
1.
h.
b.
stars of the game would merely be
Andrews
Stevens
giving the entire N. H. lineup.
h. b., Richardson
The game started with the Marines Litchfield, r. h. b. 1
Rummazza
kicking to New Hampshire. Farmer
f. b., Miller
received the ball and ran it back to Connor, f. b.
Merrill
midfield. On the very first play the
Score: N. H., 55_ Touchdowns,
Marines were penalized five yards for
Connor 2, Neville 2, Litchfield, Stev
offside play. New Hampshire re
ens, Perry, Gustafson. Goals from
ceived the ball when the Marines
touchdowns, Connor 5, Callahan 2.
failed to gain. Successive rushes by
Umpire, O’Donnell. Referee, Howe.
L'tch,” “ Dutch,” and “ Gus” brought
Head Linesman, French. Time, 11m
he ball within the ten-yard line and
Litchfield pushed it over for the first quarters.
touchdown of the game. Connor
THE HANDBOOK.
kicked the goal. Score 7-0.
New Hampshire kicked to the Ma
rines. On a punt formation the oppo
The Freshman Handbook published
nents fumbled and N. H. took the ed under the supervision of the col
ball in mid-field. On the next play lege Christian Association and now
Connor made one of the longest gains in the hands o f the newly registered
of the game, on an end run, fo r a students is a volume which reflects
touch down. Connor kicked the goal. high credit on its editors and is
Score 14-0.
vastly superior to any of its predeces
Again N. H. kicked off to the oppo sors. Several new departments in
nents. The ball soon changed to the cluding a very well composed history
N. H. eleven as the Marines could of the college are in evidence. As an
not gain through the N. H. line. essential memorandum of campus in
“ Dutch” pushed the ball across on the formation it will be invaluable to all,
next play but the touchdown did not and after it is no longer useful in this
count as a N. H. player was offside. capacity it will become a prized
On this play Taylor of the Marine souvenir of these first days on the
team was injured quite badly and had campus at N. H. C.
to leave the game. A forward pass,
“ Dutch” to “ Sneaker,” resulted in an
SO IT DOES.
other touchdown. Connor obliged by
kicking the goal. Score 21-0.
The teacher had been giving a les 
Cooper received a long kickoff by
Bell and advanced the ball back son on the reindeer— its haunts, hab
twenty yards. Time was called as the its and usages. One boy was not pay
first quarter was over. When play ing a bit of attention and the teacher
Varsity Football Captain
was resumed the Marines lost the pounced on him. “ Now what is the
STAFFORD J., “ Dutch” CONNOR ball on downg. A fter a few rushes use of the reindeer?” she apked him.
“ Dutch” again made a touchdown on The startled urchin looked up, paused
an off-tackle play. “ Dutch” missed a minute and then said, “ It makes
things grow, teacher.”
sroal. Score 27-0.
A t this junction of the game Mer
rill, Stevens, Callahan, Rumazza,
Y.
C. A. EXTENDS
Sherwood and Perry entered the play.
WELCOME TO GIRLS Bell kicked to the Marines who quick
ly lost the ball on downs. The new
Wednesday, September 28
Entertainment at Cosgrove Hall in backfield was tearing off yard after
All-College Field Day.
Honor o f Freshmen Girls— Pa
yard and soon had the ball over the
Friday, September 30
geant Feature of Evening—
line. A forward thrown by Merrill
Annual reception to freshmen by
Tragedy Also Presented
to Stevens resulted in the touchdown.
Community Church. Commons Din
“ Cal” kicked the goal. Score 34-0.
The annual Y. W. C. A. reception
More subs entered the game and ing Hall, 8 p. m.
Saturday, October 1
for the freshmen was given in the an entirely second team faced the
Football: Varsity vs. U. S. Mili
Congreve Hall Parlors on Thursday Marines on the kickoff. N. H. kick
night, September 22. A short pa ed to the Marines^ The half ended tary Academy, at West Point.
Monday, October 3
geant “ Follow the Gleam,” and a with the ball in the Marines’ possesSecond lecture on College Respon
silent tragedy, “ Wanted a W ife,”
were staged. The cast o f the pa
The second half started with the sibilities.
Maqua Meeting of Y. W. C. A.
geant comprised: “ The Freshman,” first team playing. Bell kicked and
Jennie Boodey, ’23; “ Home Ties, on the first play by the Marines Gus All girls invited to attend.
Saturday, October 15
Gladys Holt, ’23; “ Scholarship,” Mar tafson intercepted a forward pass and
Football:
First
Home
Game.
jory Ames, ’23; “ Procrastination,” raced to a touchdown.
“ Dutch”
Varsity vs. Lowell Textile at Dur
Ruth Prescott, ’23; ‘“ Faculty,” Ger again kicked the goal. Score 41-0.
trude Roberts, ’23; “ Sports,” Pearle
The Marines kicked to N. H., Litch ham.
Sargent, ’23; “ Music,” Elna Perkins, field receiving the ball. A forward,
’23; “ Jazz,” Florence Basch, ’23; “ Dutch” to Farmer failed, but on the
“ Discipline,” Rachel Pennell, ’24; next play “ Dutch” carried the ball
$
“ Community Service,” Alice Saxton, twenty yards. The Marines came 1 IN MEMORY OF
’23; “ College Publications,” Mildred into possession of the ball as the re
MRS. MARCEAU
Bangs, ’23; and “ The Spirit o f the sult of two penalties to the N_ H.
(Who died July 8, 1921)
Y. W. C. A .” Eleanor Sawtelle.
eleven. A forward pass, Cooper to
In “ Wanted a W ife,” Bernice Hill, Fliffen, resulted in the one and only
’23, took the part of the exacting first down that the Marines made
bachelor, with _Anne Libbey, ’24, during the game. “ Dutch” inter ^ She was so gracious, beautiful, ^
Florence Basch, ’23, Gertrude Rob cepted the next forward and on the
and kind,
$
erts, ’23, Ruth Prescott, ’23, Rachel next play Rumazza made a touch
tt* So just of judgment, o f so $
Pennell, ’24, and Marion Walker, ’24, down on a forward from Connor.
noble mind;
^
as the prospective brides.
“ Dutch” kicked the goal. Score 48-0.
Her
every
thought
was
gentle^
Refreshments were served during
The Marines received the kickoff.
ness; her face
&
the evening. The affair was in Unable to gain they punted but the £
charge of Dorothy F. Rundlett, ’23, punt went offside about ten lines W. Showed ever the warm inward tf■A*
chairman o f the Y. W. social com- from the line of scrimmage. “ Dutch”
light of grace.
v;
mitteee (and Eleanor Sawtelle, 20, tried one of his famous drop kicks $* How sad the silence when her
president of the local association.
but the ball went wild by a few feet. +1+
voice is stilled;
Time was called for the end of the %■ How great a loss the empty 7^
quarter and when time was again
A youth— a book,
place she filled!
^
called the entire second team was
A lass— a look;
— Alice Lindsey Webb -f:
playing.
A
fter
two
incomplete
for
Books neglected,
t
$
ward passes a long pass from Merrill
Flunks expected.
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well. I f that were a basketball game
Emma A. Hale of Iowa State College
or a football rally the old structure
at Ames, Iowa. Miss Baie comes to
would have been filled to overflowing.
New Hampshire College from Den
O f f ic ia l O r g a n of
But because it was a talk on “ College
ton, Texas, where she was director
T h e N e w H a m p s h ir e C ollege Opportunities and Responsibilities,”
of Home Economics in North Texas
Office,
Room 110, Thompson Hall no voice was heard about the campus
State Normal College.
asking us to go to the “ Gym.”
$10,000 Represents
Mr. P. R. Lowry, new assistant of
NEWS D E P A R T M E N T
Yet the upper-classmen will expect
Approximate Cost economic entomology, is the succes
H erbert F . B a r n e s , ’ 23,
M a n a g i n g E d i t o r the freshmen to show their spirit at
FALL 1921 OPENING
A r t h u r N . L a w r e n c e , ’23,
N e w s E d it o r
sor of Prof. C. R. Cleveland, who
K a r l B . D e a r b o r n , ’ 2 3,
A t h l e t i c E d i t o r the inter-collegiate contests that are
has gone to De Pauw University.
Marked at Fall 1921 prices meaning finer qualities
J o s e p h B . C o b u r n , ’ 2 3 , A s s t . A t h l e t i c E d i t o r at hand, while they themselves didn’t
STANDS NEARLY DONE
E l n a I . P e r k i n s , ’ 23,
Mr. Lowe is from Ohio State Univer
at
lower
costs than they’ve been in years. Shown in the
Women’s Athletic Editor show enough interest in a construc
sity. He has been a field assistant at
J e n n ie B oodey, ’ 23,
Alumni Editor tive movement to attend a half-hour
newest
Fall
Style fabrics and patterns.
Sharp Financing on Part o f Alumni the Ohio experiment station and was
M il d r e d M . B a n g s , ’ 23,
Asst. Alumni Editor
I f we are to expect true col
G r a c e E. F l a n d e r s , ’ 2 3 ,
Exchange Editor lecture.
Committee Results in Substantial
a
member
o
f
the
sanitary
corps
dur
K a t h a r in e T h o m p s o n , ’22,
Reporter lege spirit from the freshmen, it is
Models for every man and young man. Our Fall
Saving — Original Specificaing the war, doing special work in
F a n n i e S p i n n e y , ’ 2 2,
only right that we exhibit a bit of this
J a m e s A . R o b e r t s , ’ 23,
* tions Carried Out A c
Suits
have been carefully selected from the foremost mak
the Walter Reed Hospital after the
U l a B a k e r , ’ 2 2,
ourselves. Otherwise we can blame only
cording to Schedule
armistice.
R u t h P i n g r e e , ’2 4 ,
ers of finest hand made clothes that the Rochester, Chi
ourselves if the freshmen confine their
W e s l e y B . S h a n d , ’ 2 4,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
D e c im a D o y l e , ’ 22,
cago and New York markets afford.
interests to certain phases o f college
Among the new instructors is Har
M a r jo r y A m e s , ’ 23,
The Memorial Athletic Field has
activities instead of showing whole
A l f r e d L. F r e n c h , ’23,
been completed during the summer vey W. Cohn, instructor in physical
M a r g a re t G . K e l l e y , ’24,
some interest in all the departments
Priced at $20.00 to $35.00
N e a l W . C o b l e i g h , ’ 2 4,
months and work on the stands is education for men and coach o f the
of college life.
J o h n S . C a r r , ’ 23,
now well under way. The track is track and cross country teams. Mr.
ready and Coach Cohn will start fall Cohn is a former member of t'r'e
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
T IS A SIGN OF PROGRESS.
training this week.
The Kentucky American Olympic Games Team and
N o r m a n E. M e r a s , ’ 2 2 ,
Manager
L e o n C. G l o v e r , ’ 2 3 , Asst. Business Manager
blue grass on the ovals is grow has been coach at Brooklyn College,
ADVERTISING DEPARTM ENT
To a few of those who blistered ing every day. Every effort is being at Colby College, and at the Univer
Best Clothes, Hats and Furnishings
R. C. B l o d g e t t , ’ 2 2 ,
Manager
sity of Indiana.
their hands and tired their muscles on made to obtain a good sod and with
F r a n c i s A. F r e n c h , ’ 2 2 ,
H.
C.
Swasey,
formerly
physical
favorable
weather
this
field
will
be
Asst. Advertising Manager our last New Hampshire Day, the
DOVER, N. H.
G eor ge O. P h e l p s , ’ 2 3,
campus presented a discouraging ap available for the last home game of director at Worcester Polytechnic
W e close every W ednesday P. M., clerks ’ half holiday
CIRCULATION DEPARTM ENT
Institute, a graduate of Amherst
registration day. The the season.
R a y P ik e , ’ 23,
Manager pearance on
Memorial Field has not only been College, has been appointed assistant
M e r r i l l A. G e r m u n d s o n , ’ 2 3 ,
walks which they had so carefully re
Asst. Circulation Manager
paired were all torn up, and the cam financed by the alumni but it is be professor o f physical education for
men.
pus seemed just piles o f dirt from one ing built by the alumni. The speci
Published Weekly by the Students
Mr. George W. A. Butters, intsrucfications
for
the
field
were
developed
end to the other. The more farsight
Get Your PADLOCK’S, STATIONERY, W ASTEBASKETS, AND
by the alumni building committee tor in machine work, takes the place
The subscription price for The New Hamp ed students saw only a wonderful im
Mr. Butters
shire is $2.50 per collegiate year. The Alumni provement going on; but some took a with the advice of Mr. Dennis En of Mr. W. W. Finley.
TOILET ARTICLES
Dues are $2.00 per year. Special club rate
right of Harvard. The lowest bid for was educated at Lowell Institute and
for the Alumni Dues and Subscription to The different view o f the situation and
has
had
five
years’
experience
in
construction
of
the
field
which
was
New Hampshire is $ 4 .0 0 .
for them this article is intended.
In case of change of address, subscribers
teaching apprentices at the Lowell
AT EDGERLY’S
Think what it will mean to us to made by any contractor was $19,000. Machine Works. He was also
will please notify the Circulation Manager as
in
The
alumni
committee,
however,
was
soon as possible.
feel that the Commons building, F air
Telephone,
37-2
Ballard Street
structor
for
nine
years
at
Boston
Subscriptions made payable to T he New
child Hall, the Barracks and the near able to secure the services o f W. S. Navy Yard.
H a m p s h i r e , Durham, N . H .
Subscribers not receiving copy will please by fraternity houses all have some Bartlett, ’15, an engineer with Stone
Mr. H. H. Emery, instructor of
notify the Business Manager at once.
How much & Webster, and under his supervis zoology and geology comes to fill the “Y ” CONFERENCE
DON’T F AIL TO PATRONIZE THE
Entered as second class matter, October 3 0, protection in case of fire.
1 9 1 4 , at the post office at Durham, New less will be the anxiety during the ion the field has been built by the
Ideal Bowling Alleys and Barber
Hampshire under the act of March 3 , 1 8 7 9 .
committee for about $10,000.
The vacancy created by the resignation
PROVES
SUCCESSFUL
Shop of
Acceptance for mailing at special rate of periodic grass fires in the field near
of Miss Orra Phelps. He is a grad
postage provided for in Section 1 1 0 3 , Act of the library.
Can we not forget for a original specifications have been ful uate of Massachusetts Agricultural
October 3 , 1 91 7. Authorized
September 1,
T. W. SHOONMAKER
while the appearance of the roadway filled in every way and the new track College and has taught there as grad Over 600 Present— Three Delegates
1 91 8.
and remember that before long there and field are correct in every detail. uate assistant.
DUTCH CUTS A SPECIALTY
From New Hampshire - - MeetFIRST CLASS WORK
Durham, N. H., September 28, 1921. will be not only a sidewalk but some Several new points in track con PHYSICS DEPARTMENT
ings
Conducted by
Able
thing beneath it of especial value? struction which were developed after
Speakers
Raymond
R.
Stark
comes
from
The condition of the walk is not the the recent Olympic games were em Boston University where he igradTWO DAY SERVICE
W E L C O M E 19 25.
only discouraging feature o f the im bodied in the plans for this track. uated last June, as instructor in
The annual ten-day conference
provements that are taking place but The stands were designed by Prof. E. physics. He iwas student assistant held at Silver Bay each summer by
C. G. PLATT & CO.
Freshmen, you have been at New it seems to be the most conspicuous. T. Huddleston and are being con
under Prof. Kent of Boston for four delegates from many of the colleges DEVELOPING AND
PRINTING
structed
under
the
direction
of
P.
D.
Hampshire College a week now and Forget the appearance now and look
years and has also taught in the and prep-schools in the Eastern
have begun to share with the upper out over the campus with enough Buckminster, chairman of the build
Phi
Mu
Delta
House
Berkeley preparatory school. He is states, proved a marked success this
classes that college spirit which means imagination to see the final results ing committee.
a member of Phi Beta Kappa and season. The conference opened Fri
so much to all o f us. We are going and to overlook the intervening steps. B. & M. CO-OPERATE
day evening, June 24, with a large
comes very highly recommended.
FOR SALE
farther than merely to welcome you;
The Boston & Maine officials have
Freshmen, if you have been disap
E. E. Cummins, instructor in eco mass meeting. More than six hun
Living-room
Chairs, Sofa, China
we are going to meet you half way pointed this fall in the grounds of co-operated with the committee jin
nomics and sociology graduated from dred delegates were present.
Closet, Bookcase.
and invite your co-operation in carry your chosen college, remember that every way and have agreed to pro
The
regular
Conference
program
Hiram College, Ohio, and later took
ing on the. student activities o f our things will not always be thus, and re tect the new field from surface drain
SEE
a degree at the Yale Divinity school. commenced the following day. Each
campus.
Their He received his master’s degree from forenoon was spent in the class room
solve to do all in your power to push age from their property.
H. B. STEVENS
We would have you remember al the cause and make the campus of workmen have recently been engaged Yale Graduate School last year.
discussing up-to-the-minute religious
Morrill Hall, or Telephone 41-3
ways that the essential part of your New Hampshre college a most beau in cutting back the embankment near
Leonard
Shaffer, instructor in topics. The afternoons were given
college course is not your studies tiful spot.
the station. This embankment will mathematics, is a graduate of the over to sports and outings while lec
AGENT FOR
alone. The training you will receive
be sodded, proper drains will be laid, University of Pennsylvania where he tures and interesting discussions
by “ mixing in” and adapting your
and
permission
granted
to
build
our
were
conducted
each
evening.
All
won special honors.
During the
ALICE LINDSEY WEBB.
KODAKS, FILMS AND
selves to new environment will remain
fence on their land, which will effect war, he was a lieutenant in the En these meetings were led by able men
with you long after the theory learned
COLLEGE SUPPLIES
a very considerable saving.
from Theological schools, by minis
gineering Corps of the army.
Of the various disappointments
within the four walls of the classroom
The new stands will extend from
ters, missionaries, and men of high
M:ss
Dorothy
Flanders,
graduate
has vanished from your memory. We felt by nearly everyone of us when we the Boston & Maine property for the of New Hampshire College in the Christian standing.
RUNDLETT’S STORE
hope that you will be able to acquire returned to college this fall, it is rea entire length o f the football field. class of 1921, has been appointed
New Hampshire college was rep
the ability of seeing the other fellow’s sonable to say that none was more There will be 12 rows o f seats with graduate assistant in physical edu resented by three delegates: Perley
THE
viewpoint as a result of your associa universal in its scope than that ex a total seating capacity o f 35,000. The cation for women.
F. Ayer, ’22, Joseph Taggart, ex-’24,
HORTON’S
STUDIO
tion with others here. This will perienced when it became known that hard pine for the stands was bought
and
Ralph
DeH.
Fisher,
Student
Pas
Frank L. Hayes, formerly superin
broaden your vision more than any Alice Lindsey Webb had severed her in Louisiana at just two-thirds the tendent of property at the State tor on the campus.
Each delegate
First Class Photography Work
connection with New Hampshire col cost of similar material offered by
course we might suggest.
House at Concord, has been appointed feels himself highly repaid for hav Guaranteed. Discount to Students.
Don’t live in a shell; but, on the lege. Coming to us from out o f the New England dealers. The commit superintendent o f property at New ing attended such an instructive
360 Central Ave.,
other hand, don’t agree with every West in the fall of 1919 to take up tee was able to take advantage of Hampshire State College.
Dover, N. H.
course.
thing people say for the sake of off the duties of assistant registrar, Miss this difference in price by ordering
setting an argument. While keeping Webb threw herself wholeheartedly well in advance and although there NEW SYSTEM OF
ever in mind the thought that you into her new work; and in less time has been some delay in shipment the
vVork Satisfactory Service Prompt
RESERVING BOOKS
are growing broader minded, don’t— than it takes to tell it she had won stands will be completed on schedule.
her
way
into
the
hearts
o
f
all
with
we charge you— suppress the dictates
The committee has at all (times
AT LIBRARY
o f your own conscience if they are whom she came in contact. Always been obliged to keep the building
T el. 307-M
right. Let your true self come out at cheerful and possessing a faculty of schedule within the total available Will Facilitate Withdrawing of Texts
understanding
young
people
peculiar
all times. Any attempt to fly false
funds. At one time it was thought for Study Purposes— Inter-library
W hether you are interested,
colors for the purpose of winning the to her alone, her office became a ren that it would be impossible to build
in a weekly newspaper, a
Exchange of Volumes Now
Waldron St., Cor. Central Avenue |
book, a magazine or a visiting
favor of others is always discovered dezvous for the down-hearted. Re the stands this season but arrange
Possible — Handbook Avail
gardless
o
f
how
urgent
the
particular
card,
we
will
try
to
give
you
ments have been made to finance the
sooner or later.
able to All Students
better service than you can
Go out for student activities, for task, she would leave it and readily project and with a prompt payment
secure elsewhere.
give
sympathy
and
counsel
to
those
o f all pledges the work can be com
SOCRATES
there you will acquire friends, ex
Thanks to considerable additions to
who
came
to
her
for
help.
Yes,
and
pleted.
An
urgent
appeal
is
made,
perience and developmnt. Your class
an already large collection, the new
THE
CUSTOM TAILOR
has made a creditable showing by how often she burned the “ midnight however, as it is necessary that the system of reserving books, and the
oil”
straightening
out
our
accounts
Suits
and
Overcoats
Made to Order
actual working capital be provided inter-library loan, the college library
sending out over seventy men for the
Also
Cleaning,
Pressing,
Repairing
freshman football squad. But do not Little we appreciated that thought at once.
can now supply the applicant with
and Dyeing for Ladies and Gents
stop at th at! There are other equally fulness then. However she was not
practically any book within any
Printers of THE N E W HAMPSHIRE
reasonable time.
important activities in our life here all business; she was an ideal sports MANY ADDITIONS
which have a demand o f equal impor woman. She loved the granite hills
The library has further added its Rochester,
New Hampshire
TO TEACHING FORCE clientage this fall by the publication
tance on your time. These are the o’Hampshire and — when her western
MRS. E. J. MICHEL
blood
was
given
free
range—
she
could
college publications, the musical clubs
of the “ Students’ Hand Book of the
outdo
the
best
o
f
us
in
mountain
and dramatics. Each o f these organ
Several Replacements Among Facul Library,” a copy o f which is to be
The ONE Milliner
izations are dependent on the class o f climbing. But now she has gone—
distributed to all students and which
ty— Also New Positions Created
QTfje
back
to
the
land
where
the
golden
sun
1925 for their leaders four years
has already been mailed to all mem
370 Central Avenue,
Dover, N. H.
— People of Wide Repute
bers of the faculty.
hence. Just a word o f warning:— sets, and may we hope that her cross
^ m b e r s it^ ie ”
Included
will
be
made
lighter
by
the
joy
of
Pick your activities carefully, and
Formerly, a patron desiring a
Rich, Knitted, Heavy
don’t attempt more than you can han knowing that she lives on in the mem
book already charged out was obliged
WALK-OVER SHOES
New Hampshire College opens this
Pure Silk Scarf
dle successfully with your scholastic ory of those in whose behalf she la
to weary the library staff for weeks
year
with
sixteen
new
members
on
bored
so
zealously
back
here.
No
eu
work.
WALK-OVER SHOE STORE
SOLID COLORS
the faculty. Several o f these iare with importunate pleadings while the
You have found already that the logy more significant of so exceptional
book passed on from hand to hand
SCORES OF PA TTER NS
additions
to
the
teaching
force,
and
H. E. HUGHES
faculty are anxious to co-operate with a woman could we present to our
and continued to elude his grasp.
N o t purchasable for this
others represent replacements.
price at Furnishers
you in every way possible. Do not readers than Miss Webb’s own vale
Now all this jis changed. As the
426 Central Ave.,
Dover, N. H.
In the Animal Husbandry Depart
dictory :
hesitate to make friends and counsel
1 for $2.
ment are Mr. J. C. McNutt, who suc Hand Book states, “ Books which are
Valedictory:
lors of your professors. They are in
charged out at the time asked for
ceeds Otto L. Eckman as head of the
3 “
$5.
The Best Place to Buy
may be reserved or held for the ap
terested in your welfare, and the col Weary— ah, yes; and lonely,
department, and Mr. L. V. Tirrell,
6 “
$ 7 ,8 0
VICTOR RECORDS
And
sad
at
the
end
o
f
the
day
plicant provided one cent is paid to
lege is fortunate in having a faculty
instructor in
animal husbandry.
Because, with so little accomplished
All the Latest Releases
so devoted to the profession.
cover the cost of the postal card no
Guaranteed as represented
Prof. McNutt was assistant professor
or money refunded
tice which is sent out at the time the
Above all, freshmen, bear in mind The question will rise, does it pay?
KELLEY’S
o f animal husbandry and a member
Carefully •packed in boxes
book returns.
Such books will be
that you are henceforth New Hamp
19
Third
St.,
Dover, N. H.
Send
Chech
or
Money
of
the
state
experiment
staff,
1908shire college men and women and that Does it pay to give all that is in you 10. Since that time, he has been at held for the borrower only ;f ortyOrder to
Telephone, 321J
Of
spirit
and
will
and
mind
eight
hours
after
mailing
the
notice.”
from now on your conduct will re
Massachusetts Agricultural College,
Pol &Treadwell,Inc.
To quote further from the Hand
bound to the glory or to the shame of Just to jack up some lad who is lazy,
Astor Court Building
and has served as field representa
Some girl who is silly, or blind?
your Alma Mater.
Book, “ When a book not in the li
25 W . 33d S t., N .Y .
TASKER & CHESLEY
tive o f the American Shorthorn
Just west o f the W aldorf-A storia
brary is wanted for serious study as
Breeders’
Association.
Mr.
Tirrell
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Does it pay to toil over statistics,
in thesis writing it may sometimes
was formerly an instructor at Mass
‘THERE’E NO FUN, SO
AGENT WANTED
To average grades by the hour,
be obtained by application to another
Auto Service
This neckwear is among the choicest in
achusetts Agricultural College, where
W H AT’S THE USE OF GOING?” To determine fraternity standings
library. This must be done by the
pure Silkdom; hence a mute, though pow
he
graduated
in
1920.
He
has
also
erful aid to the man chosen to sell it.
Or give some petition more power?
Dover,
New Hampshire
librarian and not by the individual
had special training in veterinary
It was evening on the campus and
directly.
The
borrower
pays
the
ex
the old gymnasium, where number Well, I think o f the chap who’s dis science.
pense of transportation.”
Mr. F. A. Pottle o f Colby College
couraged
less dances, football rallies and bas
To minister further to the interest
and
Miss
Ruth
E.
Henderson
o
f
Bar
ketball games had been held was gay- And the girl who is working too hard,
and convenience of its patrons the
ly lighted. Tonight would witness a To whom my small aid means a res nard College are the new instructors library has added another bulletin
in the English Department.
Mr.
cue,
large crowd, for the President was
board for book notices in the vesti
Pottle comes as assistant professor
going to address the incoming Fresh A “ pass,” not a “ K ” on the card;
bule just below the left stair case as
of public speaking. Since his grad
man class on “ College Opportunities
you enter the building.
uation from Colby, Mr. Pottle has
and Responsibilities.”
I think of the mother who’s anxious,
done
graduate
work
at
Yale
and
has
Soon the “ crowd” began to arrive Who toils that her children may rise,
and very shortly the seats in the bal And I ’m eager to tell her it’s worth it’ taught at Hebron Academy. He was
ATHLETES NOTICE!
|
cony began to ask each other where To bring the glad light to her eyes. ’ also instructor in chemistry .at the ±
§
A. E. F. University at Beaune,
the upper-classmen were and why
France.
Miss
Henderson
succeeds
I
4
they were not attending this most in I look toward the future to see them :
♦j*
All freshman and sophomores ^
teresting, most cordial and most val The merchant, the teacher, the “ Doc,” Miss Ruth Richardson, who resigned
Satisfaction Guaranteed
to
accept
a
position
at
Baker
Uni
who
are candidates for varsity $
uable lecture. And their conclusion The farmer who’s going to feed us, ’
&r
and class athletic teams must
was essentially this: There’s no fun Standing firm for the right like a rock. versity, Baldwin, Kansas.
Mr.
W.
D.
Olsan
o
f
Teachers’
Col
sign
equivalent card in $
here tonight, so what’s the use o f com Then I think, “ Well, I helped them a
lege has been appointed assistant " the gymnasium office. When p
ing?
Hr
little ;
professor of education. . Mr. Olsan
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE OFFICE
Hdropped from the respective ^
I f a “ minstrel show” had been go- I did what I could, day by day
ing on instead of the lecture, the gym Perhaps they don’t see it just now was formerly principal of the Nor ♦j* squad you must report back ^
mal High School at Pottsdam, New ^ immediately to your gym class.
Room 110 “ T ” Hall
Phone 48-12
but
nasium would have been crowded, not
York.
w
only by students and their friends but By and by I am sure IT W ILL P A Y !”
p
(Signed)
H.
C.
Swasey.
The new associate professor of
»
by the faculty and many alumni as
(Alice Lindsey Webb)
Home Economics Education is Miss
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II ALUMNI NOTES

PIERCE— BETTEL
Miss Beulah G. Bettel. Ass. Dietition at the Commons for the year
1919-1920 was married to F. A. Pierce,
June 11.

3

COLLEGE MINDFUL
OF ALUMNI DEAD

In loving memory o f Miss "t
^ Margaret S. Meader, former *§
secretary to President Hetzel, %
news of whose death has recently been received.

NOTES FROM THE OFFICE OF
CHAM BERLAIN— HOGGE
THE SEC.-TREAS. OF THE
W. Chamberlain, ’16, who was mar Bodies of Three Heroes
ASSOCIATION
ried to Miss Helen Hogge of Penn.,
Return to Native Homes These men tell some very interesting
is now in China superintending the
stories about their trips and expe
The officers elected by the Alumni erection of various buildings for agri
riences.
‘T.” HALL BELL TOLLS
cultural schools.
ballot o f last June were:
Nearly every Saturday morning
A. H. Brown, ’11, of Strafford, N.
they were taken to different points
Lieuts.
Corriveau,
Parnell
and
Booma
H., President
ROYAL— HAMILTON
of interest, such as Newport News,
P. D. Buckminster, ’12, of 24
The marriage of N. C. Royal, ’22, Met Gallant Deaths in Heroic E x Langly Field, and Portsmouth Navy
Buckman street, Everett, Mass., Vice and Miss Ruby M. Hamilton has been
ploits in France— Kappa Sigmas
Yard. These trips were made very
President.
announced.
Turn Out en Masse
interesting as well as instructive.
G.
A.
Perley,
’08,
of
Durham,
N.
H.,
Bella Pontiac, a cow owned by T. A. Barron, o f Brantford,
The two men representing New
Secretary and Treasurer.
PLACE— JOY
Hampshire at Plattsburgh, report ex
Ontario, has recently made a new world’s record by producing more
Several changes have been made in
On
September
11,
while
the
flag
in
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Joy of New
cellent instruction, many pleasant
the general policy of conducting the
than 1,240 lbs. of butter-fat in one year.
market announce the marriage of “ T.” Hall court was being lowered to trips, and above all, a mighty good
alumni offices. The same yearly clubtheir daughter, Grace, ’20, to Palmer half mast and while the old bell in time. One of these two representa
Mr. Barron also uses a De Laval Cream
rate of $4.00 has been retained for the
B. Place, on Aug. 18, at Pittsburgh, the tower was tolling dolefully, im tives studied the advanced course,
dual Association dues and subscrip
Separator. He has the world’s champion
Pa. Mr. Place is a chemist in the Bu pressive funeral services were being while the other, a Freshman, devoted
tion to The New Hampshire. The A s
held in Concord for Lieut. Paul E.
reau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Pa.
his time to the Basic course.
cream producer and the world’s champion
sociation
receives
$1.75 of this
Corriveau, ’15, who was killed
in
amount.
The
separate
Association
action
in
France
October
6,
1918.
cream saver— a wonderful
combination.
PRETI— Y E R X A
dues are $2.00 It is most IMPOR
Paul E. Corriveau came to New EVERYTHING IS SET
Mr. Frank P. Preti, formerly track
Only one man in the world can have the
TAN T TO NOTE that payments for
FOR FIELD DAY
Hampshire
college from the Capitol
all of the above should in all instances coach at N. H., was married to Miss City in the fall o f 1911. Following
champion cream producer, but everyone can
May
D.
Yerxa
of
Bangor.
Aug
24.
be made to the See.-Treas. and not
Parade,
his graduation in 1915 he went to the Varied Program Including
to The New Hampshire. Correct mail Their new home is at 119 Allen Ave., University of Missouri where he re
have the champion cream saver. It is just
Rcpe-Pull and Intramural Sports
Portland,
Maine.
ing lists will be maintained in the
To Be Carried Out— Freshmen
ceived the degree o f M. S. in 1916. In
as important to save as to produce— get a
Sec.-Treasurer’s office when proper
to Take Part in Day’s
May 1917 he entered the U. S. Ma
The marriage of Miss Bernice Reed, rine Corps.
returns are made.
DeLaval and start saving now.
Events
’
16,
and
Sildey
W.
Wentworth,
’
17,
The Executive Committee desires to
While in college Corriveau was a
foster and assist in the greater ex took place at Claremont, N. H., Mon star athlete playing varsity football
Although the Sophomores are con
pansion of the many alumni branches day, August 29. 1921.
for three years and captaining the tinuing their old pranks of selling the
now in existence. It is also desirous
team his last year. He was assist freshmen anything from chapel seats
to have a closer contact between the
O’LE A R Y — REGAN
ant manager o f track and acted, for to radiators it would appear that a
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
College and Alumni maintained. Dur
Chris. J. O’Leary, Jr., ’20, promin some time, as cheer leader. A t Com new era is about to dawn on our
ing the past year, only about one-third ent New Hampshire athlete and for mencement he was the recipient of campus; and although we heard a fel
165 Broadway
29 E. Madison St.
61 Beale St.
of the membership have paid dues to mer instructor in Economics at Tufts the Chase-Davis memorial prize for low, just yesterday, complain that he
the Association. Over five hundred College, and Miss Eleanor G. Regan high attainments in athletics and had been “ gypped” to the tune of a
dollars is still due The New Hamp of Duryea, Pa., a graduate of Duryea scholarship. He was a member
couple dollars in cold cash by a
shire by various alumni on unpaid Pa., High School, East Stroudsburg the Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity “ Soph” who had taken up his stand
subscriptions for last year alone. The Normal School, and alumna of Penn and the honorable societies o f Alpha at the entrance to Nesmith Hall,
Executive Committee has pledged its sylvania State college were united in Zeta, Sigma Xi and Sigma Kappa nevertheless our student body is com
support to The New Hampshire. It marriage at Newsfield, N. H., Aug. Zeta.
ing, by degrees, to realize that one
COLLEGE PHARMACY
is still our paper and it gives a power 31.
In recognition of his service and can get more out of a freshman by
ful record of the strides of New
The ceremony took place at the Sa that o f Lieut. George D. Parnell, ’ 16. coaxing him than by driving him.
Hampshire
college.
A
two-page cred Heart Church, and a low nuptial the Veterans of Foreign Wars Post
In years gone by the freshmen were
Alumni Insert in certain issues of The mass was celebrated with Rev. M
in Durham was named the Parnell herded together in the “ Gym” on
HEADQUARTERS FOR
New Hampshire is being arranged Moher officiating. Blaine E. D’A rcy Corriveau post.
the eventful night of the “ minstrel
DRUGS AND MEDICINE, EASTMAN FILMS, DURAND’S CHOCOLATES, for this coming year. To be informed of Hazardville, Conn., was best man
The body of Lieut. George D. Par show” and there at the mercy of their
each alumnus must pay the Associa and Miss Virginia Regan, a sister of nell was buried with solemn ceremony over-lords, the sophomores, they stood
APOLLO CHOCOLATES, ICE CREAM AND SODA,
tion dues and subscribe fo The New the bride was the bridesmaid.
and full military honors in Manches the chance of getting out of the fra 
Hampshire. And you owe it to New
WELLINGTON PIPES, 3B PIPES, CLASS PIPES AND N. H. PIPES
The bride was attired in white crepe ter on September 18. During the cas in as well a condition as when
Hampshire college to keep informed. jersey, wore a picture hat, and car funeral hour the bell was tolled and they entered the hall or of being in
KEEP
YOUR
M AILING A D  ried a shower bouquet of bridal roses the flag in front o f Thompson Hall jured seriously by some one who might
DRESS UP TO DATE. SEND ALL Following a wedding breakfast, at remained at half-mast all day.
lose his head.
CHECKS PA Y A B LE TO G. A. P E R  which covers were layed for forty-five
Lieut. Parnell was a prominent
But the “ minstrel show” has passed
LEY
Sec-Treas. HELP
BOOST the couple left for a brief wedding member of the class of 1917. He re into oblivion; and this year, as a few
&
THE ASSOCIATION.
ceived an appointment to the Platts- constructive minds search about for
trip in the White Mountains.
$
burg training camp in 1916 and was a possible substitute, the idea of hav
Gertrude Clement, ex-’23, won the
commissioned at the completion of ing an all-college field day came into
NIGHTINGALE— HATCH
annual outdoor track meet at the Ply
his course. Although he had left being. A committee of three was ap
The wedding of Gordon Thayer college in his Junior year, Parnell was pointed by President Hetzel with
mouth Normal school, last spring
1
with 13 points to her credit. Each Nightingale, ’ 19, of Moosup, Conn given his degree here in 1917.
Professor “ Dick” Whoriskey acting
*
student was limited to three entries and Florence Durkee Hatch of Exe
In the spring of 1918 Parnell was as its chairman; and definite plans
The result was as follow s: 30 yd ter, N. H., took place at the home of sent to Bordeaux, France, where he have been formulated for this new
dash, 2nd place. Time, 4 and three- the bride’s mother at 140 High street began active service immediately. He project which occurs Wednesday,
fifths sec.; 60 yd. hurdles, 1st place Monday evening, September 12. The was in the thickest o f every fight September 28.
Time, 10 and four-fifths sec,; stand ceremony was performed by the Rev after arriving in France and alweys
The details of the program will, of
Now Located in Pettee Block and open for business
ing broad jump, 1st place, Dis. 6 ft Charles S. Nightingale of the Union managed to come out unscathed until course, be given in our next issue.
$
Baptist church of Plainfield, Conn. one day when, after many weeks of However, for the benefit of our alumni
1 and % in.
W e are here to serve the Faculty and Students of the
father of the groom, assisted by the hard fighting during which he was friends, we will outline the general
John
P.
Bonardi,
’15,
is
connected
1
with the United States Bureau of Rev. James W. Bixler, pastor of the called upon to assume command of his scheme to be carried out.
College with the best that the market affords
The day will be heralded by an en
Mines and is stationed at Reno, Nev., Congregational church. The couple company, he attempted to cross an
where he is working with the Rare was attended by Burgess Nightingale open field and was struck in the tertainment in the Gymnasium on the
and Precious Metals Experiment Sta brother of the groom and Mrs. Percy chest by machine-gun and shell fire. evening before; and this will be under
Our regular Dinners and Suppers are unequaled for
tion. Last June Mr. Bondardi was A. Allen, the bride’s twin sister, Cath Lieut. Parnell breathed his last a the direction of William J, Haggerty,
the price
’22. “ Movies” of our last New
graduated from the Colorado School erine, who was married to Mr. Allen short while afterward.
I
He was a member of the Kappa Hampshire Day will be shown and
of Mines receiving an E. M. degree. on the 29th of last June. The house
$
His address is: U. S. Bureau o f was prettily decorated with asters Sigma Fraternity and the alumni the college songs and cheers, which
ST E A K S , CHOPS and S A L A D S are of the best
and chrysanthemums. Mr. and Mrs room at the local chapter house was have been produced on slides, will be
Mines, Reno, Nev.
Nightingale will live in Madison, Wis. furnished and dedicated as a memo thrown on the screen, for the benefit
Ruth E. Colburn, 21, is teaching
where the groom has a position as as rial in his honor.
W e also serve Afternoon Teas from 2.30 to 4.00
of the freshmen.
English and Latin in Walpole, N. H.
sistant in horticulture at the Univer
On Sunday, September 25, over
Field day will start with a mon
1
Dorothy Hanson, ’19, is an assistant sity of Wisconsin.
thirty Kappa Sigma men went to ster parade of the student body, neaddirector of the Community Service
Portsmouth to attend the funeral of ed by the college band. Herbert F.
Work in Franklin, N. H.
i
Lieut. Frank Booma, ’20. The college Barnes, ’23, is in charge o f the ar
N EW ELL— HAMILTON
$6.00 Meal Tickets, $5.00
Daniel L. Sprague, ex-’20, is now
i£
The marriage of Miss Alice Hamil paid silent tribute to his memory; rangements. The line of march will
at Redondo Beach, Cal., where he is
and the flag was lowered and the bell be to the Gymnasium where a gen
connected with the Southern Califor ton, of Connecticut, and Raymond E.
1
tolled during the funeral services.
eral convocation program will be car
Newell,
’24,
took
place
at
Whitefield,
nia Edison Power Plant.
Booma came to New Hampshire
Porter Roberts, ex-’24, has trans New Hampshire, September twenty- State with the class o f 1916. In col ried out under the direction of Pro
fessor Whoriskey. Several speakers,
third. Mr. and Mrs. Newell are re
ferred to Dartmouth.
lege he was a member of the Kappa
Burgess Nightingale, ’21, is located siding in Durham, where Mr. Newell Sigma Fraternity and an all-around including a number of the alumni,
have been secured for this occasion.
in Minneapolis, Minn,, where he is is continuing his college course.
athlete. He was on the rope-pull
The greater part of the day will be
CAMPBELL & SCOTT
connected with the University of Min
team and was also prominent in foot taken up with various intramural
nesota.
,
BIRTHS
ball and basketball.
sports on the field near the new dia
Walter Wiggin, ’21, is assistant Po
AGENTS FOR
Lieut. Booma went to Plattsburgh mond. Robert H. Doran, ’22, is work
mologist at the University of Maine.
A daughter born to Mr. and Mrs. with the first detachment of New
Henry T. Converse, ’10, visited C. G. Paulson, ’15, June 13. The Paul Hampshire men; and in less than two ing in conjunction with Coaches Cow
PORTSMOUTH STEAM LAUNDRY
Durham during his August vacation sons are living at 11 Daniels street, months he was “ over there.” The ell, Swasey, Cohn and Graham in per
fecting plans; and it is thought that
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
from duties in Washington, D. C., Arlington Heights, Mass.
next that was heard of him was the much class rivalry will be aroused.
and says that there is no place like
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Crosby, 2 news that he had been killed, “ while
New Hampshire. Mr. Converse also yr. ’ 16, announce the birth of a daugh leading his company ‘over the top’ Prizes which have not as yet been an
K. S. House
Phones, 8005, 49-4
nounced are to be offered.
says that he intends to return to New ter, Louise Hale Crosby, on April 15, somewhere in France.”
As plans now stand the program
Hampshire
to
carry
on
a
farm
for
LAUNDRY CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED
1921. Before her marriage Mrs.
The bodies of these three alumni will end with the annual Freshmanhimself as soon as he is able.
Crosby was Miss Beatrice Costello, who gave to their country their all,
Sophomore Rope-Pull at the creek on
C. Harold Billingham, ’20, is teach Radcliffe, ’19.
just as in college they gave their A l Dover road. This activity may be
ing in the high school in Portsmouth,
Prof. and Mrs. K. W. Woodward an ma Mater all that they possessed,
shifted to an earlier hour in the day
N. H.
nounce the. birth of a son. Prof have been laid in their last resting
................................................................................................................ t
Mildred M. Langley, ’20, has a po Woodward is head of the college fo r place; but the story of their noble when the water in the marsh will be
at its maximum depth.
$ sition as teacher in the Austin-Cate estry department.
lives still burns like fire in the hearts
OUR MOTTO: “ Quality and Service”
1
Academy, Center Strafford, N. H.
A son was recently born to Mr. and of those who knew them. And isn’t
EVERY DAY PROPOSITION
1
Mary E. Gerrish, ’21, is head o f the Mrs. H. A. Vickers. Mr. Vickers is it impressive that their remains
should come back to us at a time
Home Economics department of the business secretary of the college.
A teacher was reading to her class
Professor and Mrs. Clement Moran when the Memorial Field, dedicated
high school in Montpelier, Vt.
|
when she came across the word “ una
announce
the
birth
of
a
son.
to
them
in
part,
is
about
to
be
used?
Bradford Bartlett, ex-’24, and F. L.
£
And another thought, surely the story ware.” She asked if any one knew
Torrey, ’21, left a short time ago on
the meaning.
A
Complete
Line
of
of
their great sacrifices ought to make
1
an auto trip to California, planning AGGIE CLUB FAIR ASSURED
One little girl timidly raised her
our
own
burdens
infinitesimal
and
$ SOUPS, STEAKS AND CHOPS AT ALL TIMES
to camp by the way. Their first stop TO TAKE PLACE ABOUT OCT. 15
hand
serve to remind those alumni who tion : and gave the following defini
will be at Walpole, N. H., where they
I
have
been lax of their obligation and
will visit O. J. Hubbard, ’21, and will
*
“ Unaware is what you put on first
The holding of an agricultural fair duty to their Alma Mater.
then continue their trip passing
and take off last.”— Minneapolis Trib
this
fall
under
the
auspices
of
the
A
g

1
through Troy, N. Y., Buffalo, Niagra
Try our noonday and supper “specials”
une.
Falls and Chicago and thence to Cal gie Club is now assured. While the
18
R.
O.
T.
C.
MEN
day
has
not
been
definitely
appointed,
at most reasonable prices
ifornia by the southern route.
FOR MEN ONLY.
AT SUMMER CAMPS
Delia F. Langley, ’21, is teaching the middle of October will see every
t
thing in readiness for the big event.
drawing and manual training in the
President Ralph D. Hetzel has or
Every department of New Hampshire
Peterborough High School, Peterbo
dered a new system o f lockers to be
Majority
Attend
Artillery
Campfarming
will
be
represented.
Exhi
rough, N. H.
1
used this year. All students who de
Many Instructive Trips Feat
bits of grains, grasses, fruits, flowers
sire a locker in the gym. this year
Rhoda Reilly, ex-’24, has transured — Men Pleased with
and their allied products of field and
feerrd to Radcliffe.
should report their choice to H. C.
Course.
tree will be tastefully arranged prob
Swasey where it will be recorded.
ably in the big gymnasium. A live
Then proceed to the book store and
MARRIAGES
stock parade featuring the animals of
The Coast Artillery Camp con buy a padlock. All these padlocks
the college herds will be a worth while
C. WRIGHT, TAILOR
ducted at Fortress Monroe and the are in series and a master key is
KIM BALL— W INGATE
show in itself. Premiums have been
R. W. Kimball, ex-’21, and Miss offered for some of the horticultural Infantry Camp held at Plattsburg held by Coach Swasey. Lost articles
this past summer proved themselves should be reported to Mr. Swasey at
Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing
Gladys Wingate of Rochester were classes.
quite a drawing card to New Hamp once.
married about September 10.
A big entertainment on the preced shire students. The camp at Fortress
ing evening promises to be a feature Monroe attracted more of our men
M EADER— NICKERSON
I
of the fair. Whisperings from head than did the camp at PJattsburg. ¥
OFFICE OF DEAN
TAILOR MADE CLOTHES
R. B. Meader, ’21, and Miss Gladys quarters are to the effect that it
vlv’
A
Sixteen
attended
the
form
er
*while
Arts and Science Division
Nickerson of Lynn were married last is to be a minstrel show with some of
HABERDASHERY, SWEATERS AND B. V. D.
June. Mr. and Mrs. Meader are mak our widely known burnt-cork come two went to the latter. Of the six rj- Office Hours:
ing their home in Dover, where Mr. dians on the ends. Further details teen attending the Coast Artillery *
Every forenoon 11.00 to 12.00
$
Meader is working for the Pacific will be published in a later issue of camp, ten were Juniors studying the
PETTEE BLOCK
Conferences by appointment T
advanced
course,
while
six
were
Mills.
The New Hampshire*
Freshmen taking the basic course.
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the leaders of the principal college power of the college in our own lives. co-eds and the constant care of the
Oliver
During the four years that we have faculty and Capt. Coulter.
The address to faculty and under activities and the presidents and ex
spent here we have lived together, says that there are a couple more
presidents
of
the
three
upper
classes.
graduates followed. Frank W. Ladd
worked together and played together young Hubbards he will send down if
was the speaker and dwelt on the These leaders are: the editors o f our
Various Class Reunions Hold Forth— future of the colloge as related to publications, the leaders of our musi as chums and classmates. Like the Ira doesn’t last.
“ Dot” Flanders leaves her “ Nick,”
architect we have planned and built
Class Day Exercises in Amphi
student government. Mr. Ladd spoke cal and dramatic clubs, the president
first o f all for our house of life a firm the College Woods and .Smith Hall
of
the
Woman’s
Athletic
Association,
THIS COLUMN
theatre— Class History
and
in part as follows:
the president of the Y. W. C. A., one foundation. We have been guided in ledge to bear their existence without
When the editor of this cohimn was
Will Surpass All Predeces
“ There is a general unrest over the senior woman recommended by the our building by collaborations o f her.
hunting for a name for it he ran
sors
country. This seems to be especially Dean of Women, the president o f the experience called text books and
Florence Hatch, our class ivamp, across this poem:
true in college communities. The athletic club, and the president of the have learned our lessons well. But wills her line o f chatter and vampish
“ The most that we get out of life
The fifty-first annual commence faculty and trustees have been quite senior society. The president o f the greater than the lessons of books ways to the Junior class vamp. She
as we go
says that now Gordon is here she
ment o f New Hampshire College was disturbed about the control o f this council shall be a senior elected by have been the lessons of living.
Are the things which we pick by the
restlessness
among
students.
I
am
held on the campus June 18-21. Grad
the entire student body, by secret bal
“ We go out not to take an eight- must behave herself.
w ay; . . . . ”
Ann Meserve leaves the rest of the
uation exercises were held in the going to speak on student govern lot at the annual athletic association hour-a-day job but to devote our
The editor philosophised thus: Life
ment
as
a
possible
solution
of
this
Gymnasium Tuesday morning, June
meeting. He must be a senior and lives to a work. In whatever pro Meserves, two, to the cows and is a hash; a mixture of the Rational
problem.
twenty-first.
his election by the entire student fession or business we become asso chickens and the other to Shrimp and Irrational. Man, like other ani
“ Student Government as a term body generally means that he will be ciated we are to strive our best re Farrar.
Commencement exercises
began
mals, is principally irrational, though
“ Jack” Champaigne, who thinks he colleges, through their professors and
with alumni day, June 18; then the of expression does not convey a very the most able and the most influential membering that as in college hard
Baccalaureate sermon on Sunday; clear idea of what is meant by stu student available, and this is the type work got for us the most wanted is Beau Brummell himself, leaves to classrooms, try to make a rational be
this— a of man we must have at the head of honors, in life hard work will mean “ Mecca” Marsh some o f his grace
Class Day Monday, and graduation dent government means
ing out of him. I f colleges succeed,
fulness and divine movements. Jack the result is of course laudable; but a
exercises followed by the commence government of the students by the this organization.
The total mem for us success.
ment ball on Tuesday. Among the students. This would involve control bership, elected as described, com
We have before us the duty of de says that the movement is every person who is principally rational in
guests present for the graduation of the management of college activ prises twelve men and four women. votion to country, home and our fel thing.
a world which is principally irrational
“ Tom” Craig, our versatile chem
exercises were the three members of ities and control of student conduct.
“ The duties and powers of the low men. To reach that goal termed
is out of place, and therefore bizarre
the first graduating class o f New There are many conservative minded student council are varied and diffi success we must exemplify in our ist and financier of the class, wills and laughable. We of the present
Hamphire college: Lewis Perkins of people who cry, ‘It is not possible! cult to define. In general, they in lives enthusiasm, sincerity and faith. his paddle to some heartless under generation call such a person a “ fos
Hampton, William P. Ballard of Con It has been tried before in different clude: supervision o f class contests But classmates, as we work for our graduate.
sil.” Five hundred years from now
“ Sparks” Cross, our blushing far
cord, and Charles H. Sanders of Pen- forms and failed. The students are and elections, and the meeting out of selves let us not forget those happy
such a person may be common;
mer,
leaves
his
“
Dottie”
in
the
care
acook, all 1871 men. Before a large not capable of taking responsibilities punishment for infractions of or the days in college.
Let’s not forget
of course that
will mean an
crowd of visitors one hundred and upon themselves, or if they do take breaking of college rules. The reac those football games, those races, of Mrs. Saunders.
improved race, but at present this
them
they
will
not
take
them
seri
twenty-four members of the class of
“ Babe” Hunting wills the Presi
tion upon the students o f such re those classes in which we found such
type of person is considered as being
1921 were presented degrees. Mas ously!’
sponsibility will manifest itself in a interest and pleasure.
Let us not dency of the “ Paper Hangers’ Union a rather inferior sort of chap. He is
ter of Science degrees were presented
“ Perhaps no man has given so deeper sense o f responsibility to forget the college which has given to Gordon Fox.
inferior in that he hasn’t learned that
to Gordon Thayer Nightingale, B. S., much time and thought to self-gov themselves and to their Alma Mater: us so much. But rather as we leave
Sam Baker, Bill Knox and Ray
to stick with the crowd most of the
’19, and to Charles Field Scott, B. S., ernment of young men and women it will promote initiative in attacking let us swear allegiance to our Alma mond Richardson will to the college
time and to soar to heights o f intel
’13 Honorary degrees of Doctor of as has William N. George, the friend problems threatening their welfare; Mater and as we leave her portals, an inexhaustible supply of hot air.
lectual grandeur only part of the
Laws were presented to Ernest W ar and instigator of the Junior Repub and it should make for a more united carrying with us the blessing of the Each man can well supply his respec
time is the most advisable course.
ren Butterfield, State Superintendent lic. In the summer of 1895, wishing student body working together with institution, bear well in mind the tive division.
Yes, life is but an unclassified, heter
of Schools, and to Herbert Harvey to spend his vacation money charit a spirit to do for themselves, for their mandate to uphold her honor.”
“ Rosy” Lagasse, the prettiest boy
ogeneous jumble despite all scientists
Kimball, Ph.D., o f Washington, D. C. ably, he invited boys between the college, and for their state.
in our class, leaves to the Library a
since Aristotle. The most that we get
CLASS WILL
book entitled “ How to Be Popular
ages of fifteen and twenty to spend
“ Now, how will this effect the stud
PRIZE AW ARDS
out o f the present day mess is a scrap
“ It is hard for us to realize that with the Co-eds.” We advise that it
During the Commencement exer three weeks in the country with him. ent body? It MUST improve the
or so plucked at random— by the way.
four
years
ago
we
started
a
lap
in
be
widely
read.
He
picked
his
group
indescriminately,
morale.
The students, especially
cises, the following prizes were
We unconsciously recognise this in
Nightingale,
our
connoisseur
on
life’s
game
which
meant
the
attain
from the heart of New York City, those who have just entered college
awarded:
our
speech. We say, “ By the way, I
Bailey Prize (proficiency in chem and by so doing his group was com would reason this way,— on our ment of knowledge and wisdom that agricultural subjects, wills to the va heard a good joke today;” “ By the
rious
professors
of
agriculture,
some
tomorrow
we
will
be
cast
from
this
prised
of
as
austere
and
uncouth
spec
student
council
are
men
and
women
istry) to Leland E. Grant o f Dover.
way, I see that thirteen men instead
Erskine Mason Memorial Prize imens as New York could produce. who are thinking for the best inter institution of learning into a world of his knowledge for future refer of twelve now can understand Ein
ence.
He
condescends
to
be
consult
(Greatest advancement during course) After assembling his guests, he found ests of the students and the college. unknown.
stein’s mathematics.”
Serious and
to his dismay that he had no control If we do wrong we will be caught and
“ Accordingly we, the class of 1921, ed at all times.
to Mary E. Gerrish o f Dover.
foolish, rational and irrational, we get
“
Shorty”
Sawyer,
our
long
country
over
them.
What
could
he
expect
deem
it
fitting,
proper
and
advisable
a just punishment will be metered out
N. H C. Military Honor Medal to
things out of life according to the law
John G*. True o f Kennebunk, Me. when physical violence and fear of to us. So it is for our own interests that a last will be drawn up as fol lad, bequeaths his horse and buggy of Luck; in other words as we pass
to
the
Horticultural
Department.
Honorable mention to William E. the police of New York could not to do the best we can for ourselves lows :
through life— by the way.
control them ?
“ Be it remembered that we, the He requests that they take good care
and our college.
,
Knox of Dover.
This column has been largely ir
o
f
the
horse,
lest
he
cast
a
shoe.
“ The benefits from student govern class of 1921, of New Hampshire Col
Chase-Davis
Memorial
Medals:
“ So after much thought, and amid
rational; it will continue to be that.
“
Buck”
Harvell
does
leave
to
“
Pa”
Gold medal to T. R. Butler o f Ports the adverse criticisms of his advis ment are far reaching and there is a lege do leave with the faculty our
You get the rational in the classrooms.
mouth. Silver medal to Ernest A. ors, he tried putting some of the re future for student council at New sincere thanks for their devoted ef Taylor all the chewing tobacco he But if you have a contribution which
has
on
hand
at
the
present
writing.
forts
to
impart
to
us
some
of
their
Hampshire
College.
F Anderson, New Milford, Conn.
sponsibilities upon the shoulders of
“ Dizzy” Lundholm, our class come you would like to see in print, rational
“ The principle is greater than any knowledge and wisdom and we leave
"Dietrich Memorial Cup (scholarship his most trusted charges. The effect
dian,
leaves to “ Emma” Spinny, his or irrational, send it along. If it’s
our pity and consolation to those
and Glee club) to Martha G. Higgins was apparent and results came quick one man.”
printable it will be printed.
co-partner,
his bag of tricks.
who
were
unable
to
penetrate
our
ca
ly. The summer ended before Mr_ CLASS HISTORY
of Salem Depot.
**1925**
Everybody
else
leaves
to
any
one
pacious minds. Also let us express
Phi Mu Medal (athletics and schol George could do more. The follow
NOW TH AT our little sermon is
“ As we pause today to review the that so many of the aforementioned who wants them the things no longer
arship) to Mary E. Gerrish of Dover. ing summer, with a new group, he
over, let us drop our Philosopher’s
Honorable mention was given Dor tried again. He successfully man history o f the class of 1921,” said pedagogues will be unable to ascend useful. Those who can’t find use wig for a jester’s cap and proceed:
Mr. Baker, “ it seems, in those im with us to the land of promise.
for
any
of
these
goods
may
pass
them
We
othy Chase of Smithtown, and the aged to have the boys and girls,
“ This,” said the lecturer at the wax
mortal words o f Lincoln’s, “ altogether hope, however, that in some cases St. on to “ Sneaker” Neville and he will
Bartlett Prize to Donald P. Matoon, through their own efforts, establish
works, “ is General Washington, and
fitting and proper that our thoughts Peter will reconsider his decisions of sell them to the Freshmen.
a government for themselves which
’22 of Claremont.
should turn and our words include last New Hampshire Day.
We, the class of 1921, leave with this is his horse.”
would work. His project has been
ALUMNI DAY
Quoth a little girl down front:
some portion o f the history o f our
the
Trustees and the President, our
“ To the undergraduates we be
June 18 proved to be a successful enlarged and developed and is now college and that in review we should
“ Which is the General and which is
heartiest
wishes
for
the
future
o
f
our
alumni day. Early in the morning it known as the Junior Republic. The in some measure express to our queath our best wishes for their Alma Mater, and do pledge them our the horse?”
was quite evident that the class of best example of the Junior Republic friends who have encouraged us in present and future, wherein we have support and co-operation.
“ Ish Ka bibble,” retorted the lec
1920 was to make the most o f its is that at Freeville, N. Y., which is our despair, to our teachers who have failed, may they succeed.
turer, scornfully, “ you pay your mon
Passed
by
the
National
Board
of
“ To the male species of the stu
first reunion. The campus was quite now known through the land for its assisted and guided us in our work,
Censorship, the
Student Welfare ey and you take your choice”
disguised with placards telling what success. Mr. George says: ‘ Some to the parents who have made these dent body of aforementoned New Committee and Durham Ladies’ Aid
**1925**
may
say
that
young
people
are
not
Hampshire College we leave thjose
the youngest class was going to do.
four years of college training possi
SAY!
Society.
The class of ’71 led all others, how capable of assuming and fulfilling ble and the citizens who have pro hearts of the opposite sex left vacant
In witness thereof, I have hereunto Why does a chicken cross the road?
such
responsibilities
as
devolve
upon
by
our
departure.
Be
it
borne
in
ever, by being one hundred per cent_
vided for us this institution, our sin
set my hand and seal this 21st day of Now don’t holler, “ Old stuff! Old
them in self-government, I reply that
mind, however, that above mentioned
present.
cere and heartfelt appreciation.
June,
A. D. one thousand, nineteen
stuff!”
a long experience has taught me that
males must be of sound mind and
The alumni banquet held in the
“ It was in 1917 that we first came courage to carry on to the extent hundred and twenty-one.
The answer is: For artistic reasons.
they
are
absolutely
capable.’
Commons was one o f the big events.
Frederick L. Torry.
here as students and during the years that several o f our number have. It
For she wants to draw attention........
“ Is it not logical to suppose that if
About two hundred faculty and
Following a short address by Pres.
**1925**
that have followed; during our un will mean much sacrifice of time and
alumni attended. Among the “ five- a gathering o f such unruly charac dergraduate careers we have spent a
R. D. Hetzel, the members o f the
DEEP STUFF.
money.
Take
advice
from
such
men
ters,
lacking
in
education
and
all
fine
minute” speakers were: the three
class of 1921 and their guests “ The time has come,” the walrus said,
period of great enjoyment on the
members of the class o f 1871, Prof. distinctions o f right and wrong, can campus which in 1893 was but a as “ Sparks” Cross and Smiles Leavitt marched to Thompson Hall for the
“ To talk of woman’s rights.
who
say
that
the
sound
of
a
kiss
is
R. Whoriskey, H. L. Boutwell, Dean form and maintain a system of self- campus. To us it has seemed im
Ivy Exercises. The ’21 ivy was plant Just how can we suppress them?”
not
so
loud
as
that
of
a
cannon
but
it
government,
that
a
college
group,
C. H. Pettee, H. N. Spaulding, Pres.
ed by the north com er of “ T ” Hall,
possible that exactly 50 years ago the
Then
R. D. Hetzel, Rev. W. P. Niles, C. E. with all the advantages of a prepara first class was graduated from New echoes a deal longer.
close to Conant Hall walk.
Arose a bonehead bright
“ To the sympathy of the under
Hewitt, ’93, C. J O’Leary, ’20, and tory school education and the strong Hampshire college.
Hortense Cavis made the Ivy Ora And quoth: he who hath felt upon
influence exerted by professors, can
graduates and tender mercies of the
J. C. Kendall, ’02.'
“ We were a hesitant crowd of faculty we sadly leave behind us tion, and spoke in part:
His mug the full strong hefts
Rev. William Porter Niles, Rector also form and maintain a system of
“ Four years ago we regarded this
Several of the freshmen back there in 1917 when we those members of our class who have day as a far distant goal; a day which Of woman’s slams, will not neglect
of the Church of the Good Shepherd, self-government?
walked timidly up the old stone steps
To reckon in her lefts.. ..
Nashua, N. H., was the baccalaureate leading colleges in the country imme of “ T” hall and many of us were un through accident or indifference, fal seemed remote, at the top o f a long
**1925**
diately
say
‘
Of
course,
we
can.’
And
len
by
the
wayside
and
have
become
speaker. Mr. Niles’ address was on
steep hill. Now that we have clinked
decided as to the real advisability of
IN HOCK SIGNO VINCES.
“ The Spirit of Service” and was very so we find various systems being tried entering college at all. It was then unable to go with us into the waiting to the summit of this incline a new
out in different colleges. The idea
“ I dowanna play no billiards.”
world.
favorably received^
perspective enters our thoughts; we
has spread throughout the colleiate a time o f war.
“ Ham” Anderson regrets that he glance backward at the steps which
“ W hy?”
CLASS DAY
“ One by one we left the campus to must leave his duties on this campus have carried us ever upward and we
world, and if it is not acted upon in
“ The three balls remind me of
Re-establishing an old custom, the one form or another it is at least dis join our classmates in arms.
We but as it can’t be otherwise gives the see four distinct groups of activities where my overcoat is.”
class of 1921 held its Class Day exer cussed. Summing up the different went to the west, the south and onto running of the college back to Dean
**1925**
marking our freshman, sophomore,
cise in the Amphitheatre, back of the systems presented the ‘senate sys the high seas. In the great game we Pettee.
THAT FRENCH ACCENT.
junior,
and
senior
years.
college library.
It is with great
tem’ seemed to be the most favored. played our part.
“ Ted” Butler leaves to Bob Perry
He was calling on her, and she was
“ The ivy, though now small and
Ernest A. F. Anderson, president of
“ The senate, so-caiied, or the stu love and admiration that we halt on his place to fill in athletics and also frail will develope and send forth its showing him some photos of foreign
the class, welcomed the visitors. “ It
dent council is comprised generally this day of commencement to pay his winning way with the women. A shoots; so must the class of 1921, buildings, etc., so very thrillingly! He
is my great privilege, in behalf of the
of seniors or seniors and juniors. tribute, classmates, to our friend and season ticket to Rochester goes with which stands on a threshold of a yawned.
class of 1921,” said Mr. Anderson, “ to
These members are elected in many brother who died in the service— Fred the latter.
“ This,” she said, “ is Notre Dame.”
great tomorrow, strive for further
welcome you to New Hampshire col
“ They tell us that Mose Cale East knowledge and great achievement in
colleges by the entire student body. Weare Stone. We shall never forget
“ Notre Dame?” he repeated stupid
lege and to our commencement exer
The University of Michigan and the his smiling face, his happy manners man’s Farm Management course is the world of our future.
ly.
cises. We gather here for the last
He to be very practical next year in
Carnegie Institute elected their mem and his cheering personality.
“ However, the class must not for
“ No,” she said sharply, “ it’s a ca
time as students to pay tribute to our
was
a
friend
whom
we
all
loved
and
view
of
the
fact
that
the
professor
bers ‘pro-rata’ but the resulting
get during the years of progress, to thedral.”
Alma Mater, our President, and fa c
whom
we
all
honor.
has a new farm.
We leave this look back upon the grave and pleasur
council was neither efficient or suc
**1925**
ulty. In paying this tribute we do
“ As we have lived out the four course to the farmers, may they en able contests of her college life; upon
FAMOUS
INTERVIEW S.
not forget our parents and friends cessful.
the faculty, one and all, who have
“ Now, let us see how we can apply short years on the campus here we joy it as we have.
We have often longed to run a se
who have made it possible for us to
We
leave
the
bookstore
to
the
Ku
have made the history of our class.
be here today. In many instances student government to New Hamp We saw the advantages o f a college Klux Klan with orders that they send given us their best, not for a reward, ries of interviews with famous men,
they have made great sacrifices to shire college. There have been two education when we chose this college. it to the same place that some of our but rather that the members of 1921 for the benefit of our more serious
At great trouble
give us this privilege and enable us efforts made to establish a student We recognized the responsibilities of faculty are going if it continues the might advance even as their ivy s minded readers.
to go forth into life, better equipped council. The first attempt was made college men and women and in com present management without a profit destined to grow, climbing ever up and expense we have secured inter
ward from the shadow of this hall of views from a number of leading men
to solve the problems that confront October 1, 1920. The system o f or pleting our course we have accepted sharing plan with the students.
learning to the sunlight which floods of the country, and we herewith pre
us. We are now enjoying the last ganization was that of representation
Frank Ladd wills to the President
the challenge of the future. We
sent the first of the series to you. It
few days on this beautiful campus— by groups, that is one representative have acquired during the course of volumes o f advice. Also to some the whole world.
“ To New Hampshire college, which will be impossible to give the names
the last in four short years, full of from each fraternity, sorority, and our studies here that same spirit of handsome young man of the Junior
includes the campus itself, the Presi of the gentlemen interviewed, because
council
memories
For some o f us the going non-fraternity group. This
progress and growth which has per Class, who has the nerve, his silver
has been difficult while others have tried to function but could not. There vaded our campus during our college toned voice that he may sing to the dent, the members o f the faculty, and we are running a column-of-chatter,
our classmates, we owe four of the not an advertisement section. And
been more fortunate, but in all cases seemed to be lacking the requisite days.
co-eds at chapel.
best years of our lives— four years there are only 5 questions per inter
we shall look back on our undergrad qualities for leadership, i. e., sense of
“ Charlie” Murther, who has one- which must never be forgotten by
“ We have seen our college grow.
view, so cheer up.
uate days as the happiest and the responsibility, initiative 'and execu
tive ability. A growing dissatisfac We have seen our college progress, half hour over the necessary number any one 'who graduates tomorrow.
most important in our lives.
OMAR, OMAWRUSS!
required
to
graduate,
does
bequeath
It is for us now to prove ourselves
“ We came to New Hampshire with tion was expressed by the student we have seen two fine buildings added
this said half hour to Edward Dewey worthy of all the efforts which have (apologies to the author of OTempora
to
our
equipment;
we
have
seen
the
body,
and
in
order
to
bring
about
an
President Hetzel and during the four
OMores)
Graham in order that the aforesaid
years of his leadership we have seen adjustment, the student council be clay banks which lined the roads in Edward Dewey Graham may gradu been expended to fit us for this Com
Abie “ Do you like Oma Khayyam?”
mencement Day.
our college grow in size and prestige. gan to search for a possible re-organ 1917 change to sidewalks and the
Mawruss “ No, I prefer Chianti.”
ate with Robert Hetzel.
dusty
roads
transformed
to
highways.
“
Members
o
f
the
class
of
1921,
let
ization.
A better feeling o f fellowship has
Abie “ You goop, Omar Khayyam
“
Dot’'
Chase
bequeaths
the
run
us
plant
our
ivy
and
as
its
leaves
“ In 1917 the college itself was
“ A delegate was sent to the Inter
been promoted on the campus. Our
Citizens who sup ning of the Y. W. C. A. to “ Hughie” cover the wall have it stand for a ain’t a wine, it’s a cheese!”
athlete teams have won several collegiate Conference held in the in hardly known.
(Confidential Note to the reader:
ported
it
scarcely
knew o f its exist Huggins and leaves “ Hughie” to pledge of our friendship and service
terest
of
student
government,
at
Cam
championships. This year we receiv
Helen. If Helen does not treat him to the honor of our class and our whenever we spring one like the above
ence
but
in
the
comparatively
short
ed a wonderful and much appreciated bridge, April fifteenth and sixteenth.
we always explain it, because some
right he is to go to Nora Reardon.
response from the legislature to meet The outcome o f the conference was a time o f four years we have seen this We advise “ Hughie” to stay with the Alma Mater.”
Following the Class Day exercises poor boob might not really know that
clearer understanding by the dele all change. The remarkable service
our needs.
ship for “ where there is life there is a reception was held in the Commons it was a ioke at all. So between
“ It is with regrets, parents and gates of the functions o f a student of the institution to the farmers of hope.”
for the friends and relatives o f the ourselves, reader, Omar Khayyam is
the
state;
the
remarkable
co-operation
friends, that we members o f the class government and its application to
“ Larry” Mooney, one of those graduates. Among those in the re neither a wine or a cheese; it is a
which
has
been
developed
between
the
other
colleges.
The
delegate
chose
of 1921 must bid farewell to our
rough S. A. B. boys, who aspires to ceiving line were President and Mrs. cigarette.)
Alma Mater at this time. W e see several suggestions and ideas that college and the business men of our become a C. P. A., leaves with each R. D. Hetzel and several of the trus
**1925**
towns
and
cities;
the
great
change
were
applicable
to
our
problems,
the college on the eve of increasing
The
small
1925’s
are meant to ex
tees,
including
Senator
James
Tufts
girl’s
“
dorm”
information
on
how
to
prestige and usefulness to the state plans for the reorganization o f the in the character and accomplishments keep the hair from getting all
press our welcoming of the class of
of Exeter.
of our own student activities have
council
were
drawn
up
and
presented
and the nation. As loyal sons and
mussed up.
Class Day was brought to a close 1925 to New Hampshire College.
daughters, we pledge unswerving to the student body at convocation, served to spread the fame of the col
lege
over
the
hills
and
dales
o
f
New
by
a commencement concert held in Welcome little strangers! Despite the
“
Smiles”
Leavitt
leaves
to
Chris
allegiance and devotion to New May 25, 1921. A t this time, it was
England until today the college en tenson the stewardship of the S. A. the college gymnasium, conducted by treatment the Sophomores give you
unanimously
voted
to
reorganize
the
Hampshire.
remember that after all the world is
“ While you are here, we hope that student council on the bases submit joys a reputation for service and use E. House and the consequent ruina the Myrtle Jordan Trio.
not such a bad place; that New
fulness.
tion
of
their
stomachs.
“
Smiles”
is
ted
by
that
body.
A
new
constitution
you will enjoy your visit. We bid
Hampshire is the best college ever;
“ But to us, as students here, the going to give Francis the chance to
you welcome to our campus on which was presented, voted upon and ac
and that you have a friend in every
He:
“
You
look
good
enough
to
eat.”
ruin
his.
cepted.
growth
of
the
college
has
meant
more
we have toiled and played. The
student in it, including
She:
“
I
do
eat.
Where
shall
we
Hubbard
leaves
his
cute
little
than
the
mere
growth
o
f
a
physical
“ The membership o f the Student
latch-strings are
out— the
college
SKIDOO, ’23.
brother
to
the
tender
mercies
of
the
go?”
Council as it now stands comprises plant, it has meant the increased
and town are yours.”

124 DEGREES GIVEN
AT ’21 COMMENCEMENT
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